2022-2023 Portrait Collections
*$75 travel fee to Marco Island, Sanibel, or Captiva*
All portrait collections include a variety of combinations and poses: Group portrait of entire family, each
individual family, grandparents with grandchildren, siblings, cousins, individual portraits of children, etc.

Petite Collection
Engagement, Boudoir, Family of 8 or less ~ $400
30 minute session
Unlimited high resolution images ~ No less than 50 images
All images beautifully edited and enhanced
Online gallery for 2 months
Instant digital delivery of images from online gallery
Usage license with full rights to print
Your favorite 10 images lightly retouched

Classic Collection
Engagement or Boudoir (No more than 2 people) ~ $500
Family or 8 of less ~ $600
Family of 9-16 ~ $700
Family of 17 or more ~ $800
60 minute session
Unlimited high resolution images ~ No less than 100 images
All images beautifully edited and enhanced
Online gallery for 2 months
Instant digital delivery of images from online gallery
Usage license with full rights to print
Your favorite 20 images lightly retouched

Additional Information
Portrait overtime:
$100 per 15 minutes (includes 25 additional images and 5 additional retouched images)
Flash Drive of Images ~ $100 (includes shipping)
Additional images lightly retouched ~ $5 per image
Extensive Retouching (head swapping, body retouching, severe acne, beach cleanup, etc) ~Custom Quote
6.5% sales tax is required for Florida residents.
Payment in full is due on portrait day.
No deposit is required. You can cancel your portrait for any reason (travel issues, illness, weather).
Pricing reflects cash or check discount ~ Add 3.2% for US and 4.5% for international credit card

If you haven’t already, please be sure to view my portrait portfolio on my website for inspiration and clothing
ideas at www.tonyamalay.com. Click on the “Portfolio” link at the top of the homepage, and then choose
Gallery II Engagement Portraits or Gallery III Family Portraits.
You will have the choice to order prints from me or you can order your own prints from the lab of your
choice. A usage license with rights to print is included with every portrait collection.
Each portrait collection includes a select number of lightly retouched digital files. You’ll initially receive all of
the images captured, and then you will be able to select your favorites for light retouching. Light retouching
includes non-permanent blemish removal and shine minimizing for all subjects in the images, and additional
light retouching as needed: removal of bruises or bug bites on arms and legs, removal of photobombers on
the beach, etc. Extensive retouching would be available for a nominal charge. Extensive retouching
includes, but is not limited to, hair, wrinkle removal, hives, blotchy skin, severe acne, sweat stains, body
slimming, goose bumps, tattoos, tan lines, sunburns, head swapping, eye glass glare, and beach debris
cleanup. We are able to accommodate most requests, however in the event of very difficult, unusual, or time
consuming requests, we might recommend for you to work direct with an online retouching company.
For garden portraits, I recommend mid to late afternoon as garden greenery photographs best with bright
sun. I do not recommend evening or dusk portraits because once the sun starts to set the foliage will look
too dark. I typically photograph my clients in tree shade with the greenery in the background fully lit by the
sun. Shade provides beautiful diffused light which is very flattering for portraits.
For beach portraits, my recommendation is golden hour (the hour prior to sunset) for the most
complimentary lighting. The sun is incredibly bright during the middle of the day and many people tend to
have difficulty keeping their eyes open, especially small children. During golden hour, we would be able to
capture some bright light with white skies in addition to the sunset colors as the sun sets over the water. We
would also have approx 5 minutes of afterglow which is the pretty light in the sky once the sun has set.
If you are planning a destination portrait, I recommend scheduling your portrait on your first available day to
allow for a backup day. In the event of cancellation due to poor weather, no payment is required.

Print Pricing
All portrait collections include rights to print, however you are welcome to order professional
prints from our custom lab as follows:
Wallet Pair (Same pose) $3
4x6 (Full frame) $5
5x7 $10
8x10 $20
8x12 (Full frame) $23
11x14 $45
11x14 Gallery Wrap $150
16x20 $100
16x20 Gallery Wrap $250
20x24 $120
20x24 Gallery Wrap $300
20x30 (Full frame) $150
20x30 Gallery Wrap (Full frame) $350
30x40 $200
30x40 Gallery Wrap $425

Portrait images are captured as a full frame
image. Due to the standard in the industry for
popular enlargement sizes, there will be a slight
loss of the image on either side when ordered
as an enlargement. I capture the images
allowing for this loss of image. 4x6, 8x12, and
20x30 portraits are full frame and there will be
no loss of image.
Gallery wraps are canvas portraits mounted on
a 1 ½” stretcher bar, the canvas wraps around
the bar, the staples are hidden on the back, and
hangs directly on the wall. No framing is
necessary.

Pricing reflects cash or check discount ~ Add 3.2% for US and 4.5% for international credit cards
6.5% sales tax to be added to prints delivered in the state of Florida.
There is no sales tax required if prints are shipped out of the state of Florida.
Turnaround time: 7-10 days
USPS Priority Mail Shipping~$15
Large prints and gallery wraps are subject to an additional shipping fee ~ Call for quote

239.498.1685

www.TonyaMalay.com

